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The enigma of nitroglycerin bioactivation and
nitrate tolerance: news, views and troubles
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Nitroglycerin (glyceryl trinitrate; GTN) is the most prominent representative of the organic nitrates or nitrovasodilators, a class
of compounds that have been used clinically since the late nineteenth century for the treatment of coronary artery disease
(angina pectoris), congestive heart failure and myocardial infarction. Medline lists more than 15 000 publications on GTN and
other organic nitrates, but the mode of action of these drugs is still largely a mystery. In the first part of this article, we give an
overview on the molecular mechanisms of GTN biotransformation resulting in vascular cyclic GMP accumulation and
vasodilation with focus on the role of mitochondrial aldehyde dehydrogenase (ALDH2) and the link between the ALDH2
reaction and activation of vascular soluble guanylate cyclase (sGC). In particular, we address the identity of the bioactive
species that activates sGC and the potential involvement of nitrite as an intermediate, describe our recent findings suggesting
that ALDH2 catalyses direct 3-electron reduction of GTN to NO and discuss possible reaction mechanisms. In the second part,
we discuss contingent processes leading to markedly reduced sensitivity of blood vessels to GTN, referred to as vascular nitrate
tolerance. Again, we focus on ALDH2 and describe the current controversy on the role of ALDH2 inactivation in tolerance
development. Finally, we emphasize some of the most intriguing, in our opinion, unresolved puzzles of GTN pharmacology
that urgently need to be addressed in future studies.
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Basic pharmacology of glyceryl trinitrate

The beneficial clinical effect of nitroglycerin (glyceryl trini-

trate; GTN) is due to dilation of large coronary arteries,

resulting in improved blood supply to the heart and

venodilation, resulting in increased venous pooling and

consequent reduction of venous return and cardiac preload

(Bode-Böger and Kojda, 2005). The combination of increased

supply and decreased demand of oxygen provides unique

therapeutic benefit in cardiac ischaemia. Small arterial

resistance vessels are much less sensitive to organic nitrates,

and lowering of arterial blood pressure is relatively minor

at therapeutic dosage. However, the antihypertensive

effect of nitrovasodilators is significantly potentiated by

phosphodiesterase 5 inhibitors, for example, sildenafil, result-

ing in pronounced, potentially harmful reduction of systemic

blood pressure (Speakman and Kloner, 1999; Cheitlin, 2003).

Though nitrovasodilators are considered as being safe and

free of serious side effects, their clinical use is limited by

reduction of efficacy upon long-term application, resulting

in a complete loss of haemodynamic effects after 24–48 h of

continuous application. This phenomenon of nitrate tole-

rance, which caused the so-called Monday disease of workers

in dynamite factories in the late nineteenth century (Marsh

and Marsh, 2000), is still an unresolved issue in nitrate

therapy (Fung, 2004). In stable angina patients, nitrate

tolerance is avoided by intermittent application of the drugs,

for example, overnight removal of GTN patches (Abrams,

2002), but nitrate tolerance seriously hampers continuous

intravenous nitrate therapy of patients with acute heart

failure, unstable angina or myocardial infarction (Thadani,

1997; Elkayam et al., 2004).
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Early reports on potential pathways of GTN
bioactivation

The mechanism by which organic nitrates dilate blood

vessels has remained a mystery for almost a century and is

still not fully understood. In the mid-1970s Ferid Murad, one

of the pioneers of nitric oxide (NO)/cyclic GMP (cGMP)

signalling, discovered that NO and a wide variety of

compounds releasing NO or related molecules act as

activators of soluble guanylate cyclase (sGC) in vascular

smooth muscle, resulting in cGMP-mediated vasodilation

(Katsuki et al., 1977; Murad, 1999). Today drugs acting

through release of NO as active principle, including organic

nitrates, sodium nitroprusside and the sydnonimine SIN-1,

are grouped under the term nitrovasodilators. In contrast to

sodium nitroprusside or SIN-1, GTN and other organic

nitrates do not activate sGC in cell-free systems but function

as prodrugs that are bioactivated to release NO in vascular

smooth muscle. Biotransformation of GTN is not necessarily

linked to bioactivation. The pathway of GTN biotransforma-

tion yielding NO or a related bioactive species activating sGC

is referred to as mechanism-based metabolism or bioactiva-

tion, in contrast to clearance-based metabolism unrelated to

sGC activation. Cell culture and organ bath studies suggest

that GTN bioactivation correlates with formation of

1,2-GDN (glyceryl dinitrate), whereas formation of the 1,3-

isomer appears to reflect clearance-based degradation of the

nitrate (Fung, 2004; Thatcher et al., 2004).

Non-enzymatic bioactivation

Virtually all reduced thiols react with GTN in a non-

enzymatic manner resulting in the formation of roughly

stoichiometric amounts of 1,2- and 1,3-GDN together with

inorganic nitrite. Although nitrite may exert biological

activity and can be reduced or otherwise converted to NO

under certain conditions (see below), the reaction of GTN

with most thiols is clearance-based and not associated with

bioactivation (Chong and Fung, 1991). Notable exceptions

are cysteine and certain cysteine derivatives, for example,

N-acetylcysteine, which promote NO-mediated activation of

purified sGC by GTN in the absence of tissue (Noack and

Feelisch, 1991). The mechanism of the non-enzymatic

reaction between GTN and cysteine has been thoroughly

investigated but is still not fully understood. The challenging

proposal according to which the reaction involves formation

of the NO donor S-nitrosocysteine as an intermediate

(Ignarro and Gruetter, 1980) does not explain why L-cysteine

containing peptides, such as glutathione (GSH), which

would also form the corresponding S-nitroso derivatives,

do not trigger GTN bioactivation. According to an alter-

native proposal, the reaction involves formation of a trace

metal-stabilized cyclic GTN-cysteine adduct as an intermedi-

ate (Thatcher and Weldon, 1998; Thatcher et al., 2004). As

very high concentrations of L-cysteine (millimolar) and GTN

(high micromolar) are required for significant sGC activa-

tion, the relevance of this reaction for GTN bioactivation

in vivo is questionable. Notwithstanding the specificity of the

reaction for non-peptide bound L-cysteine, it is tempting to

speculate that direct reduction of GTN to NO by ALDH2,

which contains an essential reactive sulphydryl group in the

active site (see below), occurs through a similar reaction. In

this case, the role of the additional functional group in free

L-cysteine (for example, the carboxylate moiety) that is

essential for NO formation might be taken over by another

amino-acid residue.

The reaction with L-cysteine has remained the sole non-

enzymatic pathway of GTN bioactivation for the last three

decades. Recently, we have discovered that ascorbate or a

reactive intermediate of ascorbate autoxidation reacts with

GTN in a non-enzymatic manner to yield NO or a NO-related

species that activates purified sGC (Kollau et al., 2007).

Although slow reaction kinetics and relatively poor effi-

ciency in terms of cGMP accumulation question the

biological relevance of this reaction, there is evidence that

ascorbate prevents the development of GTN tolerance in rats

and humans, and we found that ascorbate deficiency induces

nitrate tolerance in guinea-pigs (see the section on nitrate

tolerance below). Thus, at present the contribution of the

GTN/ascorbate reaction to GTN bioactivation in blood

vessels cannot be definitively excluded.

Enzymatic bioactivation

There has been an extensive search for the enzyme(s)

catalysing GTN bioactivation and several candidates have

been proposed in the past, including GSH-S-transferase,

cytochrome P450, cytochrome P450 reductase and xanthine

oxidase (Fung, 2004). These earlier proposals were mainly

based on evidence obtained with more or less selective

enzyme inhibitors blocking GTN-induced vasodilation, in

some cases combined with in vitro experiments showing that

the enzymes catalyse conversion of GTN to a species that

triggers intracellular cGMP accumulation under certain

conditions. However, none of these enzymatic pathways

appeared to satisfactorily explain GTN bioactivity (Fung,

2004). In 2002, Stamler and co-workers reported on GTN

reductase activity of mitochondrial ALDH (ALDH2) (Chen

et al., 2002) and recent in vivo data suggest that ALDH2 is

indeed the key enzyme mediating the high-affinity compo-

nent of GTN action in blood vessels (Chen and Stamler,

2006). Before we discuss this pathway in detail, we would

address the puzzling controversy on the identity of the

GTN-derived bioactive species that activates sGC in vascular

smooth muscle.

Identity of the bioactive species: NO or no NO?

Although NO-mediated activation of sGC is widely consi-

dered as the common principle of action of GTN and other

nitrovasodilators, several studies reported on a mismatch

between GTN bioactivity, that is, vasodilation and/or sGC

activation, and the amount of NO released compared with

equi-effective concentrations of direct NO donors. These

observations led to the proposal that GTN bioactivation

results in formation of an as yet unidentified NO-related

species which, unlike free NO radical, may activate sGC in a

haem-independent manner. In the following, we will discuss
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this issue with respect to the GTN/cysteine reaction and GTN

bioactivation in blood vessels, respectively.

The enigmatic GTN/cysteine reaction

The claimed lack of NO formation in the course of the GTN/

cysteine reaction is based on two key observations: (i) lack of

correlation between NO release and activation of sGC by

varying concentrations of GTN compared with direct NO

donors (Artz et al., 2001) and (ii) lack of spectroscopic

detection of a nitrosyl–haem complex (indicative for NO

binding to the haem) of sGC in the presence of GTN/cysteine

(Artz et al., 2002). These negative data led the authors to

propose that (i) the GTN/cysteine reaction results in

formation of a novel sGC-activating species that is not

identical to free NO radical and that (ii) a new pathway of

sGC activation exists that is not involving the prosthetic

haem group. Obviously, if correct, these conclusions would

have revolutionized the NO/cGMP field. However, we found

a strict correlation between the amount of NO released

from equi-effective concentrations of DEA/NO (2,2-diethyl-

1-nitroso-oxyhydrazine) and GTN measured under identical

experimental conditions and observed formation of the

expected nitrosyl–haem complex of sGC under conditions of

sufficiently high GTN turnover, indicating that non-

enzymatic NO formation fully accounts for sGC activation

by GTN/cysteine (Gorren et al., 2005). In the previous study

(Artz et al., 2002), the nitrosyl–haem complex was not

observed simply because sGC was present in large, 10- to

100-fold excess over the amount of NO released from GTN.

Thus, maximally 1–10% of protein-bound haem could be

nitrosylated under these conditions. Such a minor fraction of

nitrosylated protein is not detected by the applied spectro-

scopic techniques. Thus, there is overwhelming evidence

suggesting that activation of sGC by GTN/cysteine is

mediated by NO binding to the prosthetic haem group of

sGC.

Lack of detectable GTN-derived NO in blood vessels

Two laboratories reported on a striking lack of correlation

between detectable NO release and GTN bioactivity, ques-

tioning the role of free NO radical as a mediator of GTN-

induced vasorelaxation. Kleschyov et al. (2003) used an

electron paramagnetic resonance spin trapping technique

to quantify vascular NO formation in response to GTN and

the Ca2þ ionophore A23187. Whereas A23187 caused

pronounced vascular NO formation, equi-effective concen-

trations of GTN (and other organic nitrates) did not increase

basal NO production. As NO signals were observed in

response to suprapharmacological concentrations of GTN,

the authors proposed that NO release may account for the

so-called ‘second’ GTN pathway, which is activated by high

doses of GTN and is apparently resistant to nitrate tolerance,

whereas the therapeutically relevant pathway of GTN

bioactivation does not involve free NO radical. In line with

this study, discrepancies between the effects of GTN and NO

donors on mitochondrial O2 consumption, vasoactivity and

NO release measured by real-time confocal microscopy have

been reported (Núñez et al., 2005). The authors emphasized

that their data argue against the idea that NO is a product of

mitochondrial GTN bioactivation because it would be

difficult to explain how NO could diffuse to sGC without

inhibiting cytochrome c oxidase or being detected by the

NO-sensitive dye.

Notwithstanding the puzzling data obtained by two

independent laboratories using essentially different methods

for NO detection, there is general agreement that GTN-

induced relaxation of blood vessels is sensitive to various

agents interfering with NO-mediated sGC activation, inclu-

ding haemoglobin (Martin et al., 1985), superoxide (Cherry

et al., 1990) and a haem site inhibitor of sGC (Brunner et al.,

1995). Moreover, we found that purified ALDH2 efficiently

converts GTN to free NO radical measured with a highly

selective electrochemical method (see below). Thus, the

active species mediating vascular cGMP accumulation in

response to GTN looks like NO, tastes like NO and smells like

NO but, for unknown reasons, escapes detection by estab-

lished analytical methods. The discrepancy could be ex-

plained by tight coupling of GTN biotransformation to sGC

activation in a locally constrained cellular environment.

However, considering the lack of evidence for mitochondrial

localization of sGC, this idea is hard to reconcile with the

ALDH2 hypothesis of GTN bioactivation. More detailed

insights into the molecular mechanisms of vascular GTN

bioactivation are required to settle this issue.

Catalytic function of ALDH2

Aldehyde dehydrogenases (EC 1.2.1.3) catalyse the oxidation

of a wide spectrum of aliphatic and aromatic aldehyde

substrates to the corresponding carboxylic acids with

NA(P)Dþ serving as electron accepting cofactor (Racker,

1949).The ALDH superfamily consists of 555 genes, inclu-

ding 31 archebacterial, 351 eubacterial and 173 eukaryotic

sequences (Hempel et al., 1993; Sophos and Vasiliou, 2003).

Analysis of the ALDH gene superfamily in the latest

databases revealed that the human genome contains 19

putatively functional genes and three pseudogenes (Vasiliou

and Nebert, 2005). The major mammalian isoforms are

cytosolic ALDH1 and mitochondrial ALDH2 that are ex-

pressed in a variety of tissues, including liver (Nishimura and

Naito, 2006; Alnouti and Klaassen, 2008). Expressed as

homotetrameric protein with subunits of B54 kDa in the

mitochondrial matrix, ALDH2 is thought to be essential for

the detoxification of acetaldehyde produced during ethanol

oxidation. About 40% of the East-Asian population that

express a low-activity mutant (Glu487Lys) of ALDH2 (Larson

et al., 2007) exhibit significantly lowered alcohol tolerance

due to adverse effects of acetaldehyde accumulation (Crabb

et al., 1989), and the ALDH inhibitor disulfiram is still

approved in many countries as deterrent for the aversive

pharmacotherapy of alcohol dependence (Soyka and

Roesner, 2006).

Dehydrogenase and esterase activities

The mechanisms of the classical ALDH2 activities are fairly

well understood (Mann and Weiner, 1999; Wymore et al.,
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2007). As shown in Figure 1a, aldehyde oxidation is thought

to involve a nucleophilic reaction of the substrate with a

critical cysteine residue in the active site (Cys302 in human

ALDH2), resulting in the formation of a thiohemiacetal

intermediate (acylation step). The oxyanion of the thiohe-

miacetal intermediate is stabilized by hydrogen bonds with

the side chain of Asn169 and the Cys302 amide group.

Subsequently, hydride transfer from NADþ , which is non-

covalently bound in close proximity to Cys302, yields a

thioester intermediate and NADH, followed by Glu268-aided

hydrolysis of the thioester and release of the carboxylic acid

product (deacylation step).

Besides its classical dehydrogenase activity, ALDH2 cata-

lyses hydrolysis of ester substrates. As shown in Figure 1b,

the esterase activity of the enzyme involves the same

essential cysteine residue as aldehyde oxidation but is not

strictly dependent on the presence of NADþ . The reaction is

initiated by nucleophilic attack of the ester substrate at

Cys302, resulting in the formation of a thioester and release

of the corresponding alcohol. As in the dehydrogenase

reaction, hydrolysis of the thioester intermediate occurs

through activation of water by Glu268 (Mann and Weiner,

1999).

GTN denitration

In 2002, Chen et al. (2002) screened various cells and tissues

for enzymatic denitration of GTN to 1,2-GDN and identified

ALDH2 as a major GTN-metabolizing enzyme in cultured

RAW 267.4 macrophages. Selective formation of the 1,2-

GDN isomer, fairly high GTN affinity (low micromolar) and,

most importantly, impaired vasoactivity and cGMP accumu-

lation in isolated blood vessels treated with ALDH inhibitors

suggested that ALDH2 may essentially contribute to vascular

GTN bioactivation. This was confirmed in subsequent

studies showing that cGMP-mediated vasorelaxation to

GTN, but not to direct NO donors, was markedly reduced

in ALDH2�/� mice (Chen et al., 2005) and in humans

expressing the low-activity Glu487Lys mutant of ALDH2

(Mackenzie et al., 2005). These and several other studies

(DiFabio et al., 2003; De La Lande et al., 2004; Zhang et al.,

2004; Kollau et al., 2005; Huellner et al., 2008) consistently

show that vasorelaxation to therapeutically relevant low

concentrations of GTN is mediated by ALDH2, whereas a

second pathway resistant to nitrate tolerance, ALDH2

inhibition or gene deletion appears to be involved in the

low-affinity component of GTN action.

The mechanism of ALDH2-catalysed GTN denitration is

not known. According to current view (Chen and Stamler,

2006), the initial step of the reaction resembles that of the

classical ALDH2 activities, that is, nucleophilic attack by one

of the three nitrogens of GTN (preferentially a terminal nitro

group) at Cys302, resulting in the formation of a thionitrate

intermediate and release of the corresponding alcohol

(preferentially 1,2-GDN). As illustrated in Figure 2, two

alternative reactions have been proposed to explain the

release of nitrite from the intermediate. Nucleophilic attack

of one of the adjacent cysteine residues (Cys301 or Cys303)

would result in formation of a disulphide in the active site of

the enzyme (pathway a). Alternatively, activation of water by

Glu268 would result in hydrolysis of the intermediate

yielding nitrite and the sulphenic acid derivative of

Cys302, which may undergo S-thiolation (Biswas et al.,

2006) to form a cysteinyl disulphide with Cys301/Cys303

(pathway b). Both mechanisms would be compatible with

oxidative inactivation of ALDH2 by GTN (see below), but

pathway b appears more attractive because it accommodates

GTN reduction to the known function of Glu268 in classical

ALDH2 catalysis.

GTN-triggered ALDH2 inactivation and protection by reductants

Oxidative inactivation of ALDH2 after one turnover im-

plicates that a reducing cofactor is required for continuous

recycling of the active enzyme. As GTN-triggered ALDH2

inactivation is thought to essentially contribute to the

development of nitrite tolerance (Münzel et al., 2005), it is

of considerable interest to clarify the underlying mechanism

Figure 1 Classical reactions catalysed by aldehyde dehydrogenase (ALDH2). (a) Aldehyde oxidation. (b) Ester hydrolysis.
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and to identify (the) potential endogenous ALDH2 reduc-

tant(s). Several early studies showed that ALDHs are

inhibited by organic nitrates (Komura, 1974; Towell et al.,

1985; Mukerjee and Pietruszko, 1994), but the implications

of these observations to the pharmacology of organic

nitrates have not been realized before the discovery of

ALDH2-catalysed GTN bioactivation by the Stamler labora-

tory in 2002 (Chen et al., 2002). Mukerjee and Pietruszko

(1994) reported that the cytosolic and mitochondrial

ALDH isoforms are inactivated by isosorbide dinitrate in a

mechanism-based manner; reversibility of enzyme inactiva-

tion by 2-mercaptoethanol suggested the involvement

of sulphydryl oxidation. Later studies confirmed and

extended these observations, showing that the presence of

a reductant is essential for sustained ALDH2-catalysed GTN

metabolism and bioactivation (Chen et al., 2002; Kollau

et al., 2005).

As the dehydrogenase and GTN reductase activities of

GTN-inactivated ALDH2 are not restored by GSH, the most

abundant low molecular weight thiol in cells, researchers

have screened for alternative agents that could function as

endogenous reductants. Recently, dihydrolipoic acid, a

metabolic reductant present in mitochondria, was shown

to partially restore ALDH2 activity in GTN-exposed blood

vessels (Wenzel et al., 2007a). However, enzyme reactivation

required relatively high concentrations of dihydrolipoic

acid, and evidence for a role of endogenous dihydrolipoic

acid in GTN bioactivation is still missing. In a recent study

(Beretta et al., 2008b), we confirmed the expected inactiva-

tion of ALDH2 by GTN and the protective effects of

dithiothreitol and, though with lower efficacy, dihydrolipoic

acid. However, the activity of the GTN-inactivated enzyme

was only partially restored by these reductants, suggesting a

significant irreversible component of ALDH2 inactivation.

However, our recent findings showing that the enzyme

converts GTN to NO in a reaction that is independent of

(clearance-based) GTN denitration (see below), indicates that

inactivation/reactivation of GTN denitration does not

necessarily reflect bioactivation. We are currently investiga-

ting this issue in our laboratory.

Coupling GTN denitration to sGC activation

The observation that ALDH2-catalysed denitration of GTN

yielding inorganic nitrite causes accumulation of cGMP in

vascular smooth muscle immediately raised the obvious

question for the link between nitrite formation and sGC

activation. We confirmed the existence of such a link in a

cell-free system consisting of isolated rat liver mitochondria

and purified sGC (Kollau et al., 2005, 2008). In the presence

but not in the absence of mitochondria, GTN activated sGC

and this effect was attenuated by ALDH inhibitors as well as

by haemoglobin and superoxide, strongly suggesting that

mitochondrial GTN biotransformation results in production

of NO that it accessible to sGC outside the mitochondria.

The molecular mechanism of NO formation, however, has

remained elusive.

Inorganic nitrite as a potential intermediate

As a major metabolite of GTN biotransformation, inorganic

nitrite has to be considered as an intermediate of bioactiva-

tion. There is experimental evidence indicating that in-

organic nitrite serves as a vascular storage pool for NO that

contributes to cGMP-dependent hypoxic vasodilation and

other NO-mediated biological processes in vivo (Gladwin

et al., 2006) but the pathways mediating the NO-like

biological activity of inorganic nitrite are not fully under-

stood. There are several pathways leading to conversion of

nitrite to NO, which may become biologically relevant in

certain conditions. Protonation of nitrite to HNO2 (nitrous

Figure 2 Hypothetical pathways of aldehyde dehydrogenase (ALDH2)-catalysed denitration of glyceryl trinitrate (GTN). (a, b) Possible
pathways yielding 1,2-glyceryl dinitrate (GDN) and nitrite (adapted from Chen and Stamler, 2006). (c and d) Possible pathways yielding
1,2-GDN and NO.
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acid) results in NO formation through disproportionation of

N2O3 according to Equations (1 and 2).

2HNO2 $ N2O3 þ H2O ð1Þ

N2O3 $ NO þ NO2 ð2Þ

Although homolysis of N2O3 (Equation (2)) is considerably

faster than hydrolysis (that is, the back reaction in Equation

(1)), the bimolecular conversion of HNO2 to N2O3 is

extremely slow at low nitrite concentrations, questioning

the biological relevance of the protonation pathway even in

most pathologies associated with tissue acidosis (Butler and

Ridd, 2004). Alternatively, reduction of nitrite could account

for NO formation in mammalian tissues. It is well established

that ascorbate reduces nitrite to NO (Mirvish et al., 1972;

Archer et al., 1975), but the reaction with thiols is more

complex and presumably involves formation of S-nitro-

sothiols as intermediates (Ignarro and Gruetter, 1980) that

release free NO radical through trace metal-catalysed

homolytic cleavage or enzymatic reduction (Stamler and

Toone, 2002).

Non-enzymatic bioactivation of nitrite becomes signifi-

cant only at millimolar concentrations of the reactants

(Kollau et al., 2007), raising the question for biologically

relevant enzymatic nitrite reductase pathways. Xanthine

oxidase, which catalyses reduction of nitrite to NO in the

presence of NADH or xanthine at anaerobic conditions

(Zhang et al., 1998; Godber et al., 2000), was found to reduce

organic nitrates to NO in vitro (Millar et al., 1998; O’Byrne

et al., 2000; Doel et al., 2001; Li et al., 2005), but there is no

evidence that this reaction plays a role in vascular GTN

bioactivation. Deoxyhaemoglobin and myoglobin function

as allosterically regulated nitrite reductases at low O2 tension

(Cosby et al., 2003; Shiva et al., 2007). As deoxyhaemoglobin

catalyses reduction of nitrite to NO along the physiological

O2 gradient, this reaction could be essentially involved in the

regulation of nitrite-dependent hypoxic vasodilation

(Gladwin et al., 2006). Though smooth muscle does not

contain haemo- or myoglobin, it cannot be excluded that a

haem protein with similar function catalyses reduction of

GTN-derived nitrite in mitochondria.

Finally, components of the mitochondrial respiratory

chain exhibit nitrite reductase activity. On the basis of

accumulation of nitroso-haemoglobin in isolated rat liver

mitochondria incubated with respiratory substrates in the

presence of nitrite, Kozlov et al. (1999) proposed that

complex III catalyses nitrite reduction under anaerobic

conditions. More recently, it has been suggested that

complex IV rather than complex III is responsible for nitrite

reduction under hypoxic conditions, because formation of

nitrite-derived NO by respiring yeast and rat liver mitochon-

dria was sensitive to cyanide and mimicked by non-

physiological reduction of cytochrome c oxidase (Castello

et al., 2006). Considering the mitochondrial localization of

ALDH2, Chen and Stamler (2002) proposed that GTN-

derived nitrite could be reduced by components of the

respiratory chain or undergo proton-triggered disproportio-

nation to yield NO and/or nitrosothiols in the mitochondrial

intermembrane space. The disproportionation pathway is

most likely not efficient enough (Butler and Ridd, 2004), but

nitrite reduction coupled to mitochondrial respiration could

well be involved. In a study published 20 years ago, nitrite

was excluded as a possible intermediate of GTN bioactivation

because of a pronounced mismatch between the potencies of

GTN and nitrite to cause S-nitrosothiol formation and cGMP

accumulation in blood vessel homogenates (Romanin and

Kukovetz, 1988). However, this previous study did not

consider bioactivation of GTN in the mitochondrial matrix

not readily accessible to exogenous nitrite. We tested

whether respiratory substrates or mitochondrial poisons

affect GTN-induced activation of sGC in the presence of

isolated mitochondria but our data did not support the idea

that GTN bioactivation is coupled to mitochondrial respira-

tion (Kollau et al., 2005, 2008).

Direct formation of NO by ALDH2

In search for alternative pathways linking the ALDH2

reaction to sGC activation, we speculated that NO might

be produced in addition to nitrite during enzymatic GTN

reduction. Surprisingly, we found that GTN metabolism by

purified ALDH2 did indeed result in formation of NO,

measured electrochemically with a Clark-type electrode, that

was accompanied by pronounced activation of purified sGC

co-incubated with ALDH2 (Beretta et al., 2008a). Formation

of NO and sGC activation occurred at virtually identical GTN

concentrations (low micromolar) as 1,2-GDN formation and

were blocked by substrate-competitive ALDH inhibitors. Like

the other activities of ALDH2 (dehydrogenase, esterase and

denitration of GTN), formation of NO was abolished by site-

directed mutagenesis of Cys302 and was increased in the

presence of a reductant (M Beretta and B Mayer, unpublished

observations). Taken together, these results suggest that a

reaction of GTN with the SH group of Cys302 in the active

site of ALDH2 is essential for both 2- and 3-electron

reduction of GTN, yielding nitrite and NO radical, respec-

tively. According to preliminary characterization of several

ALDH2 mutants, clearance-based GTN denitration (yielding

1,2-GDN and nitrite) and NO formation reflect two inde-

pendent reactions both taking place in the active site of the

enzyme. Thus, the classical GTN reductase activity of ALDH2

studied so far does not necessarily reflect GTN bioactivation.

Further studies are needed to clarify whether the two

GTN-related activities of the enzyme are differentially

regulated in cells.

Other ALDH isoforms, other nitrates

Organic nitrates were shown to inhibit multiple vascular

ALDHs (Murphy et al., 2005). The authors found that GTN

inhibited both ALDH2 and ALDH3A in mouse aorta, whereas

low concentrations (p50 mM) of isosorbide mononitrate and

isosorbide dinitrate selectively inhibited ALDH3A. Moreover,

ALDH2 gene deletion does not affect isosorbide mononitrate

and isosorbide dinitrate bioactivation (Chen et al., 2005).

Taken together, these observations raise the question

whether other ALDH isoforms are capable of catalysing

bioactivation of GTN and other nitrovasodilators. We

found that purified ALDH1 catalyses GTN denitration and
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bioactivation (Beretta et al., 2008a). Figure 3 shows forma-

tion of NO by purified ALDH1 and ALDH2, measured with a

Clark-type electrode, and inhibition by the non-selective

ALDH inhibitor chloral hydrate. Even though low GTN

affinity questions the role of ALDH1 in GTN bioactivation,

the cytosolic or another isoform could be involved in the

second, low-Km pathway of GTN vasoactivity and catalyse

bioactivation of organic nitrates, such as isosorbide mono-

nitrate and isosorbide dinitrate, which exhibit lower vaso-

dilatory potency than GTN (Daiber et al., 2004).

So far, enzymatic bioactivation of organic nitrates other

than GTN has not been studied with purified ALDH2, but

reduced potency of pentaerythritol tetranitrate (PETN) to

relax blood vessels from ALDH2�/� mice suggests that PETN

is also a substrate of the enzyme (Wenzel et al., 2007b). By

testing different organic nitrates, the authors found that at

least three nitro groups must be present in the molecule to

enable bioactivation by ALDH2. Interestingly, PETN was

reported to not trigger oxidative stress or ALDH2 inactiva-

tion in blood vessels (Daiber et al., 2004; Mollnau et al.,

2006), possibly explaining the lack of tolerance development

in humans treated with PETN (Jurt et al., 2001). Further

studies on bioactivation of PETN by purified ALDH2 should

clarify the molecular mechanism underlying the differences

between GTN and PETN.

Possible mechanisms of ALDH2-catalysed NO formation

We considered three alternative mechanisms that may

explain the observed formation of NO in the course of

ALDH2-catalysed GTN biotransformation: (i) conversion of

nitrite to NO, (ii) formation of nitroxyl (NO�) as an

intermediate and (iii) reaction of GTN with Cys302 similarly

to non-enzymatic bioactivation triggered by free cysteine.

ALDH2 was found to convert inorganic nitrite to NO in a

chloral hydrate-sensitive manner, but millimolar concentra-

tions of nitrite were required for significant sGC activation,

most likely excluding conversion of nitrite as relevant

mechanism of ALDH2-catalysed GTN bioactivation in vivo

(Beretta et al., 2008a). This view is further supported by the

apparent independence of the two reactions yielding nitrite

and NO, respectively.

It has been shown that vascular GTN biotransformation

results in accumulation of hydroxylamine, a stable metabo-

lite formed by reaction of HNO (nitroxyl) with thiols (Booth

et al., 2000). The complex chemistry of HNO and its

deprotonated form NO� (pKa¼11.4), which even occurs in

two different spin states, raised considerable confusion about

the biological role of this species (Wink et al., 2003; Fukuto

et al., 2005). HNO donors such as Angeli’s salt or Piloty’s acid

are potent cGMP-dependent vasodilators (Fukuto et al.,

1992) and antiplatelet agents (Zamora et al., 1995; Bermejo

et al., 2005). The cGMP-dependent effects of HNO have been

attributed to intracellular oxidation of NO� to NO (Zamora

et al., 1995; Dierks and Burstyn, 1996), but several recent

studies reported that vasodilation to HNO donors was

insensitive to NO scavengers, suggesting direct activation

of sGC by HNO or NO� (Costa et al., 2001; Wanstall et al.,

2001; Irvine et al., 2003; Favaloro and Kemp-Harper, 2007).

As it is not known whether the accumulation of hydro-

xylamine observed in the course of vascular biotransforma-

tion of GTN (Booth et al., 2000) was catalysed by ALDH2, it

cannot be excluded that the apparent formation of NO we

observed was due to oxidation of GTN-derived HNO by

superoxide dismutase (SOD) and/or trace metal ions.

According to an attractive alternative explanation, the

reaction of GTN with the essential cysteine residue Cys302 in

the active site of ALDH2 may proceed similarly to the well-

known non-enzymatic reduction of GTN by free cysteine

(Gorren et al., 2005). A simple mechanism involving

rearrangement of the thionitrate to a sulphenyl nitrite

intermediate followed by homolysis yielding NO and

sulphenyl radical is shown as pathway c in Figure 2.

However, as cysteine containing (poly)peptides such as

GSH or serum albumin do not trigger bioactivation, an

additional functional group of free cysteine appears to be

essential (Thatcher et al., 2004). Conceivably, an adjacent

cysteine residue in the active site of ALDH2 could take over

this function according to the metal-catalysed pathway d in

Figure 2. Whereas pathway c would implicate virtually

irreversible inactivation of ALDH2 due to dimerization of

sulphenyl radicals, pathway d would yield a disulphide that

Figure 3 Formation of NO from glyceryl trinitrate (GTN) by
aldehyde dehydrogenase (ALDH1) (a) and ALDH2 (b). Purified
ALDH1 (a) or ALDH2 (b) was incubated with 100 and 10mM GTN,
respectively, in the presence of 2 mM dithiothreitol and 1000 U mL�1

superoxide dismutase (SOD) with and without 10 mM chloral
hydrate. Formation of NO was measured with a Clark-type electrode
as described in Beretta et al. (2008a).
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could be converted back to the active reduced state by low

molecular weight thiols or other reductants. At present there

is no evidence for the involvement of a redox-active

transition metal in the reaction, but this issue certainly

deserves further investigation.

Nitrate tolerance

Nitrate tolerance is generally considered as a complex,

presumably multifactorial phenomenon leading to reduced

responsiveness of blood vessels to GTN and other organic

nitrates (Fung, 2004; Münzel et al., 2005). Besides neurohor-

monal counter-regulation, also classified as pseudotolerance

(Bertel, 1988), intrinsic vascular processes appear to be

essentially involved in vascular tolerance to organic nitrates.

GTN tolerance and cross-tolerance to NO

For the judgement of the molecular mechanisms that could

be involved in the development of vascular nitrate tolerance,

it is essential to know whether or not the exposure of blood

vessels to organic nitrates leads to cross-tolerance, that is, to

desensitization of vasodilator responses to NO donors and/or

endothelium-dependent vasodilators. If cross-tolerance does

not occur, processes occurring downstream of GTN bioacti-

vation, for example, reduction of NO bioavailability by

superoxide or sGC inactivation, are to be excluded because

they would affect any type of NO-mediated vasodilation.

Unfortunately, there is no consensus in the literature on this

issue. In guinea-pigs treated for 3 days with GTN, we

observed a pronounced decrease in the vasodilatory response

to GTN but no cross-tolerance to the NO donor DEA/NO

(Wölkart et al., 2008). Obviously, these findings would be

consistent with any mechanism of nitrate tolerance invol-

ving impaired GTN bioactivation but not with reduced sGC

reactivity as a major cause of tolerance. Numerous previous

studies also reported on the absence or only marginal cross-

tolerance to GTN in various experimental models, including

cultured vascular smooth muscle cells (Mülsch et al., 1989),

laboratory animals (Molina et al., 1987; Sakai and Kuromaru,

1987; De Garavilla et al., 1993; Matsumoto et al., 1995; Miller

et al., 2000) and isolated human blood vessels (Bohyn et al.,

1991; Du et al., 1992). Of note, two studies measuring the

vascular (Sage et al., 2000) and antiplatelet (Chirkov et al.,

1997) response to GTN in humans in vivo also failed to detect

any cross-tolerance to ACh and sodium nitroprusside,

respectively. On the other hand, there are reports indicating

that endothelium-dependent vasodilation is impaired in

blood vessels obtained from GTN-tolerant rodents (Münzel

et al., 1995; Laursen et al., 1996a) or from GTN-treated

humans undergoing bypass surgery (Schulz et al., 2002). One

study provided indirect evidence for GTN-induced endothe-

lial dysfunction by showing abnormal coronary vasocon-

striction to ACh measured in vivo in patients exposed to

transdermal GTN (Caramori et al., 1998). These intriguingly

controversial answers to an apparently simple question may

reflect the general confusion in the field of nitrate tolerance.

In the following, we will first describe mechanisms that

would be expected to cause cross-tolerance to NO donors

and endothelium-dependent vasodilators and then discuss

thiol depletion and ALDH2 inactivation as processes that

would specifically interfere with GTN vasoactivity. On the

basis of identical rates of NO formation detected in control

and tolerant blood vessels exposed to GTN, one study

concluded that tolerance is not due to impaired GTN

bioactivation (Laursen et al., 1996b). However, considering

the apparent lack of detectable vascular NO formation in

response to GTN (Kleschyov et al., 2003; Núñez et al., 2005),

this conclusion may have been premature, and, as described

in the following sections, there is a large body of evidence

supporting reduced GTN bioactivation as a main cause of

vascular nitrate tolerance.

Desensitization of sGC

Exposure of sGC to GTN results in inactivation of the

enzyme due to oxidation of the ferrous haem iron that is

essential for NO binding (Waldman et al., 1986; Schröder

et al., 1988; Gorren et al., 2005). On the basis of reduced sGC

activity in GTN-treated cultured vascular smooth muscle

cells (Waldman et al., 1986), cultured fibroblasts (Schröder

et al., 1988) and isolated coronary arteries (Romanin and

Kukovetz, 1989), sGC inactivation was suggested as a

possible cause of vascular tolerance to GTN. However, this

proposal was questioned by other studies indicating that

GTN treatment does not cause cross-tolerance to direct NO

donors or endothelium-dependent vasodilators (Kowaluk

et al., 1987; Mülsch et al., 1988, 1989). These and several later

studies (for review, see Fung, 2004) suggest that desensitiza-

tion of sGC may become significant only after prolonged

exposure of blood vessels to high GTN concentrations

exceeding by far the therapeutically relevant submicromolar

plasma levels of the drug (Wei and Reid, 1981).

The oxidative stress hypothesis of nitrate tolerance

According to an interesting hypothesis proposed first by

Münzel et al. (1995), tolerance to organic nitrates is

associated with increased vascular superoxide production,

limiting NO bioavailability due to rapid formation of

peroxynitrite, a potent cellular oxidant that may further

aggravate oxidative stress and endothelial dysfunction

(Schulz et al., 2008). Although some studies cast doubt on

the oxidative stress hypothesis of nitrate tolerance (Hinz and

Schröder, 1998; Csont et al., 2002; Hanspal et al., 2002;

Keimer et al., 2003), numerous reports suggest that nitrate

tolerance is prevented or at least ameliorated by co-admin-

istration of antioxidants. In particular, many studies demon-

strated protection against tolerance development by

ascorbate (vitamin C) in laboratory animals (Yeates and

Schmid, 1992; Bassenge and Fink, 1996; Fink et al., 2000) and

humans (Bassenge et al., 1998; Watanabe et al., 1998b, d;

McVeigh et al., 2002; Thomas et al., 2007). Determination of

vascular superoxide production by electron paramagnetic

resonance spin trapping showed that the protective effect of

ascorbate correlates with a decrease in GTN-derived super-

oxide production (Dikalov et al., 1998; Fink et al., 2000).

Other antioxidants reported to protect against nitrate

tolerance include the b-adrenergic antagonist carvedilol
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(Watanabe et al., 1998a; Fink et al., 1999; El-Demerdash,

2006), the vasodilator hydralazine (Münzel et al., 1996),

statins (Fontaine et al., 2003; Otto et al., 2005), folate (Gori

et al., 2001), vitamin E (Watanabe et al., 1998c) and

resveratrol (Coskun et al., 2006). Interestingly, virtually all

of these antioxidative agents are also known to protect

against endothelial dysfunction caused by various oxidative

stress-related cardiovascular disorders (Aminbakhsh and

Mancini, 1999; Laight et al., 2000; Warnholtz et al., 2001;

Schulz et al., 2008). Although this similarity appears to

provide strong evidence for superoxide-mediated inactiva-

tion of NO as a common mechanism of nitrate tolerance and

endothelial dysfunction (Schulz et al., 2008), oxidative

inactivation of ALDH2 as major cause of vascular nitrate

tolerance offers an attractive alternative explanation for the

protective effects of antioxidants (see below).

Potential sources of superoxide in GTN-exposed blood vessels

Besides NADPH oxidase, the key enzyme catalysing vascular

superoxide production (Griendling and Ushio-Fukai, 1997),

several other pathways may contribute to superoxide

generation in GTN-exposed blood vessels (Münzel et al.,

2005). An interesting possibility is uncoupling of endothelial

NO synthase (eNOS) due to limited availability of the

essential cofactor tetrahydrobiopterin (BH4). Under these

conditions the enzyme generates superoxide in addition to

NO, resulting in peroxynitrite formation (Mayer and Hem-

mens, 1997; Pfeiffer et al., 1999; Vasquez-Vivar et al., 2003; Li

and Shah, 2004). How is GTN thought to affect BH4 levels? It

has been proposed (Münzel et al., 2005) that the organic

nitrate decreases the rate of endothelial BH4 biosynthesis

through downregulation of GTP-cyclohydrolase I, the rate-

limiting enzyme of BH4 synthesis, because cDNA microarrays

showed that the expression of this gene, among dozens of

other genes, was reduced by about 50% after GTN infusion to

mice (Wang et al., 2002a). Alternatively, superoxide gener-

ated by NADPH oxidase or uncoupled mitochondria (see

below) may react with eNOS-derived NO, yielding peroxy-

nitrite, which was shown to oxidize BH4 in vitro (Milstien and

Katusic, 1999; Kuzkaya et al., 2003). Thus, a vicious circle is

conceivable involving peroxynitrite-triggered BH4 deple-

tion, resulting in eNOS uncoupling, which, in turn, would

further increase peroxynitrite formation. Several reports

suggest that eNOS-derived superoxide contributes to the

development of nitrate tolerance but the conclusion is

mainly based on quantification of eNOS-derived superoxide

by a questionable chemiluminescence method using luci-

genin or lucigenin analogues (Kaesemeyer et al., 2000;

Münzel et al., 2000; Gori et al., 2001; Parker et al., 2002). As

electron paramagnetic resonance spin trapping is not

suitable for superoxide detection under conditions of co-

generation of NO due to rapid peroxynitrite formation

outcompeting the reaction of superoxide with all traps

available today (Pignitter et al., 2006), we used hydro-

ethidine oxidation as a more reliable assay for intracellular

superoxide formation but obtained no evidence for signifi-

cant eNOS-derived superoxide formation in GTN-treated

cultured endothelial cells (M Spachinger et al., unpublished

observations). There are several additional facts casting

doubt on the eNOS uncoupling hypothesis of nitrate

tolerance: (i) there is no evidence for BH4 depletion of

GTN-tolerant blood vessels in the literature and we found no

reduction of BH4 levels in endothelial cells treated with

0.1 mM GTN for 48 h (K Schmidt and B Mayer, unpublished

observations), (ii) exposure of endothelial cells with 1 mM of

the peroxynitrite donor 3-morpholino-sydnonimine (SIN-1)

did not cause a reduction of cellular BH4 levels (K Schmidt

and B Mayer, unpublished observations), (iii) though BH4

was shown to improve endothelium-dependent relaxation in

GTN tolerant rats, the pterin did not ameliorate impaired

vasodilation to GTN (Gruhn et al., 2001) and (iv) eNOS gene

deletion did not affect the development of nitrate tolerance

in mice (Wang et al., 2002b). Taken together, the evidence

against an involvement of eNOS uncoupling in nitrate

tolerance appears to prevail over the supportive studies.

Another potential site of superoxide production is the

mitochondrial respiratory chain. Reversible inhibition of

cytochrome c oxidase by NO and inactivation of respiratory

complexes by reactive nitrogen species, in particular peroxy-

nitrite and S-nitrosothiols, may enhance mitochondrial

superoxide production by uncoupling of the electron

transport chain (Brown and Borutaite, 2004, 2007; Erusa-

limsky and Moncada, 2007). Thus, biotransformation of

GTN by ALDH2 may trigger superoxide formation within

mitochondria. In support of this idea, long-term infusion of

GTN to heterozygous Mn-SODþ /� mice resulted in enhanced

tolerance of aortic rings that was associated with increased

mitochondrial superoxide production compared with wild

type, suggesting that efficient scavenging of mitochondrial

superoxide is essential for normal vasodilator response to

GTN (Daiber et al., 2005). Another study (Esplugues et al.,

2006) showed that mitochondrial O2 consumption by rat

and human blood vessels was decreased upon prolonged

in vivo or in vitro application of GTN, whereas acute

administration of GTN had no effect. As the complex II

electron donor succinate normalized decreased O2 consump-

tion rates in GTN-treated cultured endothelial cells, the

authors concluded that complex I might be the main target

of GTN-derived superoxide and/or peroxynitrite.

Reduced GTN bioactivation due to vascular thiol depletion

The reaction of GTN with thiols was proposed to yield a

thionitrate (RSNO2) intermediate, which may react with

another RSH to yield the corresponding disulphide (RSSR)

and HNO2 (Yeates et al., 1985). This reaction was considered

as a key mechanism of GTN bioactivation, possibly through

formation of S-nitrosothiols as intermediates (Ignarro and

Gruetter, 1980). Accordingly, continuous application of

organic nitrates could provoke thiol depletion in vascular

smooth muscle cells, resulting in diminished thiol-depen-

dent GTN bioactivation and nitrate tolerance (Needleman

and Johnson, 1973). Screening of the available literature

shows that this issue is still highly controversial. Despite

substantial evidence for an essential role of thiols in GTN

bioactivity (Loscalzo, 1985; Stamler et al., 1988; Sellke et al.,

1991; Haramaki et al., 2001) and association of nitrate

tolerance with reduced cellular thiol levels (Hutter et al.,

1988; Boesgaard et al., 1993; Kojda et al., 1993;
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El-Demerdash, 2006), several studies found no correlation

between thiol levels and GTN bioactivity (Gruetter and

Lemke, 1985; Romanin and Kukovetz, 1988) or vascular

nitrate tolerance (Gruetter and Lemke, 1986; Abdollah et al.,

1987; Boesgaard et al., 1994). As described in the next

section, the ALDH2 hypothesis of GTN bioactivation adds an

interesting novel aspect to this issue.

Role of ALDH2 inactivation in the development of nitrate

tolerance

As described above, the reaction of GTN with thiols as

proposed by Yeates et al. (1985) was adapted to explain

ALDH2-catalysed conversion of GTN to 1,2-GDN and nitrite,

with vicinal cysteine residues in the active site of the enzyme

serving as sulphydryl reactants that are oxidized to the

corresponding disulphide in the course of enzyme turnover.

As this mechanism implicates the essential requirement of

reductant for sustained catalysis, it is conceivable that

prolonged GTN biotransformation causes depletion of this

a reductant, resulting in vascular GTN tolerance due to

oxidative inactivation of ALDH2. There is general agreement

that long-term application of GTN inactivates ALDH2 in

rodent (DiFabio et al., 2003; Daiber et al., 2004; Sydow et al.,

2004; Esplugues et al., 2006; Chen et al., 2007; Szöcs et al.,

2007) and human (Hink et al., 2007) blood vessels. However,

the involvement of ALDH2 inactivation in vascular tolerance

to GTN is controversial. Bennett and co-workers (DiFabio

et al., 2003) concluded that tolerance cannot be due to

ALDH2 inactivation because they found that GTN-induced

vasodilation was similarly sensitive to ALDH2 inhibitors in

non-tolerant and tolerant blood vessels. Although one study

confirmed these findings (De La Lande et al., 2004), others

reported that ALDH inhibitors attenuated the response to

GTN in non-tolerant but not in GTN-tolerant blood vessels

(Sydow et al., 2004) and that ALDH2�/� mice do not develop

nitrate tolerance (Chen et al., 2005).

Inactivation of ALDH2 due to depletion of an essential

reductant would provide an attractive explanation for the

protection against nitrate tolerance by ascorbate and other

antioxidants. As illustrated schematically in Figure 4, anti-

oxidants may prevent tolerance development by recycling

the ALDH2 reductant, whereas protection against endothe-

lial dysfunction may occur mainly through reduction of

oxidative stress by scavenging of superoxide and/or mini-

mizing eNOS uncoupling. This concept of dual antioxidant

action would explain prevention of nitrate tolerance by

ascorbate in experimental models not associated with

Figure 4 Nitrate tolerance and endothelial dysfunction: protective effects of antioxidants. Mitochondrial biotransformation of glyceryl
trinitrate (GTN) requires recycling of aldehyde dehydrogenase (ALDH2) by an as yet unknown reductant. Depletion of this reductant by
prolonged exposure of smooth muscle cells to GTN may lead to ALDH2 inactivation and vascular tolerance to GTN. In some experimental
models (see text), nitrate tolerance is accompanied by endothelial dysfunction that may be triggered by GTN-derived superoxide, which limits
bioavailability of endothelium-derived NO (ED-NO). Ascorbate and other antioxidants may improve endothelial function in GTN tolerance as
well as in cardiovascular pathologies associated with increased vascular superoxide production. In addition, antioxidants may protect against
nitrate tolerance through recycling of the reductant essential for GTN bioactivation. The proposed dual mode of action of antioxidants would
explain their beneficial effects in experimental models of nitrate tolerance not associated with endothelial dysfunction.
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cross-tolerance to endothelium-dependent vasodilators.

Assuming that a mitochondrial pool of a specific ALDH2

reductant is particularly sensitive to GTN-induced depletion,

this concept may also revive a modified version of the thiol

depletion hypothesis of nitrate tolerance.

The involvement of ascorbate in GTN vasoactivity is

supported by a recent study showing that prolonged

ascorbate deprivation of guinea-pigs caused 10- to 100-fold

reduction of the vasodilatory potency of GTN without

affecting vasodilation to a direct NO donor (Wölkart et al.,

2008). As ascorbate-deficient blood vessels remained fully

sensitive to ALDH2 inhibitors, and ascorbate deprivation did

not reduce the rates of ALDH2-catalysed GTN denitration by

liver mitochondria, we concluded that inactivation of

ALDH2 does not take place in this model of ascorbate

deficiency. However, in continuation of this work we found

that GTN biotransformation was significantly attenuated in

ascorbate-deficient blood vessels (Wenzl et al., in prepara-

tion). Thus, the effect of ascorbate deprivation we observed

in guinea-pigs appears to resemble that of prolonged GTN

application to rats reported by DiFabio et al. (2003), that is,

development of vascular tolerance to GTN associated with

reduced ALDH2 activity but unaffected sensitivity of the

tolerant blood vessels to ALDH2 inhibitors. This led us to

speculate that vascular GTN tolerance might be a conse-

quence of ascorbate depletion. More than 50% reduction of

ascorbate levels in plasma of GTN-tolerant guinea-pigs

appeared to support this hypothesis (Wölkart et al., 2008),

but the levels in arterial and venous blood vessels isolated

form GTN-tolerant animals were not significantly different

from controls (Wenzl et al., in preparation), suggesting that

vascular smooth muscle cells are efficiently protected against

ascorbate oxidation by GTN. Further work should clarify the

mechanism underlying the puzzling relationship between

ascorbate levels and GTN vasoactivity.

Future directions

Though the identification of ALDH2 as a key enzyme of GTN

bioactivation certainly represented a significant progress in

the field, this discovery may have raised more questions than

it has answered. The intriguing failure to detect GTN-derived

NO in blood vessels is still unresolved. In our view, direct

formation of NO by ALDH2 suggests that the bioactive

product of GTN biotransformation is indeed free NO radical.

Why does it escape detection by well-established analytical

methods? Why does it not affect mitochondrial respiration?

Conceivably, GTN-derived NO may be rapidly converted into

a more stable, diffusible compound inside mitochondria

before being released in the cell cytosol to activate sGC.

Though relatively unlikely, we cannot even exclude that

conversion of GTN to NO by ALDH represents an in vitro

artefact unrelated to GTN bioactivation in vivo. Obviously,

proposals on reaction mechanisms remain speculative before

unequivocal identification of the relevant bioactive reaction

product. Another unresolved issue is the high efficiency of

GTN bioactivation in smooth muscle cells compared with

other cell types, for example, endothelial cells or fibroblasts,

which show only moderate cGMP accumulation in response

to high GTN concentrations. In line with this question, we

cannot explain why GTN exhibits higher vasodilatory

potency in large blood vessels as compared with small

resistance arteries. It appears that an unknown mechanism

specifically expressed in vascular smooth muscle of large

arteries and veins is necessary for efficient coupling of GTN

biotransformation to sGC activation. The molecular pro-

cesses underlying tolerance development are comparably

puzzling. Although nitrate tolerance has been known for

more than a century (Stewart, 1905), many basic aspects of

this phenomenon are still largely unknown or controversial.

Does GTN application cause endothelial dysfunction? Does

it cause eNOS uncoupling? Does it cause vascular thiol

depletion? How do antioxidants exert their protective

effects? Why does ascorbate deficiency cause nitrate toler-

ance? Is tolerance to GTN caused by inactivation of ALDH2?

If yes, how is the enzyme recycled back to the active form? If

not, what else could be responsible? Future research on these

topics may have clinical impact on nitrate therapy and will

add significantly to our understanding of cellular NO/cGMP

signalling and the molecular physiology of vasodilation.
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